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Updating the EPA-Proposed 
VOC·Emission Standards 

This article takes an in·depth look at the EPA ruling to reduce product voe content, 
the economic effects to businesses complying to a national rule. and tne feasibility of compliance by tne industry. 

The Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) is currently working on a pro
posed national rule for architectural 
and industrial coatings, the National 
Volatile Organic Compounds Emissions 
Standards for Architectural and 
Industrial Maintenance Coatings (also 
known as the Architectural Coatings 
National Rule). This rule will regulate 
the emissions of volatile organic com
pounds (VOCs) from certain product 
categories. 

Architectural coatings regulations. 
which set the standards for voe con
tent in products, are already in place 
in a number of areas. Many stat�� 
though, have recommended tb' •· 
EPA develop a national rule t 
reduce compliance problem 
sociated with the interstate tra 
of noncompliant coatings into 
tainment areas. A national rul 
also provide some degree of:
tency, predictability and ad 
tive ease for the industry. 

Background 
According to a recent EPA stuq 
emissions from consumer an' 
mercial products contribute r . :; . . 1i:ceptably high ozone levels tha,c,JXse:
serious health and environmenta!" ef
fects. Exposure to ground-level ozone is 
associated with a wide variety.of human 
health effects. agricultural crop loss and 
damage to forests and ecosystems. 

Ozone is a major component of smog 
and is formed in the atmosphere by 
reactions of voe and nitrogen oxides 
(NOx) in the presence of sunlight. To 
reduce ozone concentrations , emis
sions of voe and NOx must be reduced. 
Architectural coatings, such as paint. 
coatings and solvents. are major con
tributors to rising ozone levels. 

Section 183(e) of the Clean Air Act, as 
amended in 1990. requires the EPA to 
control voe emissions from certain cat
egories of consumer commercial prod
ucts. The proposed· rule is centered 
around voe content levels for 55 indi
vidual architectural-coating categories. 

The EPA has determined that the pro
posed standards would reduce annual 
voe emissions by 20% from 1990 levels. 

Architectural coatings are applied to 
stationary structures and their interior 
and exterior appurtenances, and are 
intended for field application. not appli
cation in a coating shop or mainte
nance facility. These coatings protect 
the substrates t \ ich they are applied 
from corrosio sions. decay, ultra-
violet light d , o .: water penetra-
tion. -�- i '' 
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EC 
dus . > 'c entities
named in tH :,./ ,.;•Se'Cl ru1r The costs 
involved in ref of· · la ting current prod
ucts to comply with the new regulations 
are of major concern. Another issue is 
the technical feasibility of reformulating 
products to conform to lower-voe 
specifications while maintaining the 
products' end-use effectiveness. 

Because voes are emitted whenever 
the product is used. the regulation will 
be applied at the manufacturer and 
importer levels. Processors might also 
be affected by the regulation. Proces
sors would include individuals who add 
organic thinner to the coating in a com

. mercial or industrial setting at the point 
of application. Including processors 
among those entities to be regulated 

would disallow an applicator from using 
organic solvents to thin a coating 
beyond a manufacturer's recommenda
tion and thus raising the voe level 
beyond specifications. 

The primary concern about the pro
posed rule centers around the eco
nomics involved in complying with a 
new national regulation. Many of the 
current coating products are the result 
of extensive research and market test-
ing costing hundreds of thousands of 
dollars. and they might have taken 
more than IO years to develop to meet 
local and state specifications. The costs 
involved in staffing additional chemists 

pd other specialists to reformulate a 
'rrent product could put a small man
acturer out of business. If a product is 

eformulated and marketed without suf. ·ent lead time for field testing, the
ential costs involved in responding 

1consumers· complaints and warranty 
)ms regarding the possible poor per
:� ance of the lower-voe coatings are 
ncerns to be considered. 

egulation could atso lead to discon-
nuation of product lines and loss of a 
gnificant percentage of a company's 
:asket share. The economic impact of 

,,._ g�lation will also be felt by the con
:i's8mer in the form of increased product 
cost and the possible need for special 
training in the use of reformulated 
products. Replacing existing applica
tion equipment with more specialized 
equipment is yet another potential 
expense. 

Aside from the economic issues that 
manufacturers will face. reformulating 
certain products to meet lower VOC lev
els might not be technically feasible. 
Although most of the limits in the new 
rule are feasible. the resultant water
based products might not perform as 
well as the solvent-based. higher-VOC 
product� 

Concrete sealers and curing com� 
pounds are responsible for the struc
ture's integrity, and their performance 
could be jeopardized if reformulated to 
a water-based coating. Wood finishes 
must properly seal and . penetrate a 




